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Travelport Launches Airline Well being &
Security Tracker

Travelport has launched an Airline Well being & Security 
Tracker.

The device, which is freed from cost and 
out there to each Travelport prospects and the broader business, 
highlights the protection measures being undertaken by greater than 80 of 
the world’s largest airways.

It’s delivered to each on-line and offline 
journey companies by way of the lately launched Travelport COVID19 Smartpoint Plugin, Travelport’s
API-based merchandising answer, 
Branded Fares Knowledge File, and the corporate’s COVID19 Useful resource Hub, 
which can also be out there to most of the people.

Kyle Moore, International Head of Buyer Technique and 
Advertising and marketing, Travelport, stated, “In current months, the journey 
business has launched a wide selection of strong well being and security 
measures to allow a protected and accountable return for journey. As we 
sit on the coronary heart of the business, each aggregating, and enabling 
the merchandising of, journey content material from all corners of the 
world, we’re in a pure place to deliver this info into 
a single place and ship it to journey brokers and vacationers. 
Utilizing our main expertise, we imagine this device will assist 
vacationers to match their journey wants with the protection measures 
they count on, bringing again confidence in journey and supporting a 
sturdy business restoration.”
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The Travelport Airline Well being & Security Tracker 
screens using seven sought-after security measures: mandated 
use of face masks, socially distanced seating, temperature checks 
earlier than boarding, improved air filtration, enhanced cleansing 
applications, diminished onboard meals and beverage companies, and mandated 
traveler well being certification or declaration. The information is 
introduced in a easy visible format and is up to date by Travelport 
on a weekly foundation.

Within the Travelport COVID19 Smartpoint Plugin, 
which might be downloaded from Travelport Market, the 
info is offered alongside particulars on authorities 
restrictions, lockdowns and security measures and is up to date on a 
each day foundation.

Because the airline security info can also be 
out there by way of Travelport Branded Fares Knowledge File, Travelport’s 
on-line journey company, company reserving device, and journey 
meta-search prospects can simply combine Travelport Airline 
Well being & Security Tracker information into their very own reserving instruments.

Moreover, the entire info is offered 
on the Travelport COVID19 Useful resource Hub, together with complete 
info on journey restrictions internationally; airline, 
lodge and automobile coverage trackers; direct hyperlinks to Travelport assist 
companies, and guides on the easiest way to make use of expertise through the 
disaster.

See additionally: 

 
 
Airports, Air Travel and COVID19 – Exclusive Interview with 

SITA’s President of Asia Pacific, Sumesh Patel 
and 
 
Emerging Travel Trends in Asia Pacific – Interview with Two 

Senior Executives of Sabre.
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